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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
 
Influence Maximization in GOLAP 
 
By 
 
Jennifer Kim Jin 
 
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Engineering 
 
 University of California, Irvine, 2019 
 
Professor Phillip Sheu, Chair 
 
 
 
The notion of influence among people or organizations has been the core conceptual basis for 
making various decisions and performing social activities in our society. With the increasing 
availability of datasets in various domains such as Social Networks and digital healthcare, it 
becomes more feasible to apply complex analytics on influence networks. However, there exist 
technical challenges of representing various types of influence networks, handling the variability 
on the analytics types, and optimizing the time complexity in running the analytics. We present a 
comprehensive approach to managing influence networks using a set of extended graph models, 
called Graph-based OLAP (GOLAP). The design space for GOLAP is defined by the incorporation 
of node types (i.e., colors), weights on relationships (i.e., edges), constraints on the number of 
nodes for a certain node type, and constraints on the percentage of nodes for a certain node type. 
We begin with defining a method to find a Strongest Influence Path (SIP) which is the strongest 
path from the source node to the target node. Then, we extend it with k-colors, a constraint on the 
number of nodes, and a constraint on the percentage of nodes. Hence, we can answer complex 
queries on influence networks such as “find the SIP with t nodes of color c” or “find the SIP with 
t% nodes of color c.” Based on the SIP model, we present a set of Influence Maximization (IM) 
xii 
methods which find a set of s seed nodes that can influence the whole graph maximally with 
various constraints such as having ‘t nodes of color c’. We apply the IM methods to 
Gastrointestinal (GI) cancer data and prove the proposed approach works well in the context of GI 
cancers. We use text mining to identify objects and relationships to construct a graph and use 
graph-based IM to discover the most influential co-occurring genes. We also address the methods 
for optimizing the time complexity of the analytics algorithms. We apply heuristic-based and graph 
reduction-based methods to reduce the time complexity. In addition to proving the proposed 
methods, we present the result of our implementation on the methods. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
 
The research on influence analysis in social networks is becoming a hot topic. For example, in 
a social network a democrat or a republican can influence another democrat or a republican. In 
science, an author/scientist may influence another author or scientist and a publication can 
influence another publication. 
There are many existing models for information spreading. The traditional models include 
Independent Cascade Model (ICM) [1], and Linear Threshold Model (LTM) [2]. However, these 
existing influence models are discrete. If one node accepts another node, it will have influence; if 
not, it has no influence. However, in the real world, if one node accepts or does not accept another 
node, it will have some possible influence to a certain degree. Therefore, we propose a new model 
based on the probability of influence. It is consequently not discrete. We define this model as the 
Strongest Influence Path (SIP) model. 
Our definition for the SIP model is as follows. Given a graph G, assume an application is only 
interested in finding the strongest influence path from a node to another node. Can we design an 
algorithm to solve this problem? We call this problem the SIP (Strongest Influence Path) Problem. 
We can utilize this model to solve the Influence Maximization (IM) problem, the problem of 
finding the strongest seed nodes in a graph that can influence the whole graph maximally.  
We also discovered that the traditional approaches to the IM problem are limited – They only 
consider traditional graphs. A traditional graph does not have any way of representing different 
classes of nodes. In many domains, queries involving various classes of nodes can produce useful 
information. In a social network, for example, the nodes could be classified based on gender, 
ethnicity, political party, area of residence, etc. The edges could be classified based on the 
2 
relationship between the nodes. By using classifications, we are able to answer class-level queries. 
Thus, with the combination of two sets of dimensions, we can post queries such as “Find a 
republican that has the highest influence on all the other people they work with.” We propose using 
colors on nodes to represent different classes, and we study the IM problem in the context of 
“colored” graphs.   
While reference [3] introduces Graph-based OLAP (GOLAP) that extends OLAP (On Line 
Analytical Processing) to address graph-based problems that involve object attributes, it does not 
address the IM problem.  
Our contributions can be summarized as the following: 
 (1) We propose a new influence model: Strongest Influence Path (SIP) model.  
(2) We propose algorithms to solve the k-colors constraint SIP problem and its variants. 
(3) We propose the k-colors graph reduction methods based on the SIP model. 
(4) We propose algorithms to solve the k-colors Influence Maximization problem based on the 
SIP model. 
In Chapter 2, we summarize related works. We define the key concepts of this paper in Chapter 
3. In Chapter 4, we propose the definition of SIP and its algorithms. In Chapter 5, we introduce 
Top-m SIP and its algorithms. In Chapter 6, we discuss SIP with t colored nodes. We present 
algorithms for SIP with t% colored nodes in Chapter 7 and a heuristic algorithm in Chapter 8. We 
introduce the k-colors influence maximization problem based on SIP in Chapter 9 and introduce a 
greedy heuristic algorithm in Chapter 10. In Chapter 11, we present k-colors influence 
maximization problem in Biomedical domain. We propose a k-colors graph reduction algorithm 
based on SIP in Chapter 12. Chapter 13 reports the experiment results that validate our methods. 
3 
Finally, in Chapter 14 we conclude the paper and discuss some possible research directions in the 
future. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 
Chapter 2  
Related work 
 
In this section, we summarize existing research that are related to GOLAP, the strongest path 
and influence in graphs.  
2.1. Influence Research 
Influence analysis has caught researchers’ interest from the 1950s. More and more scientists 
and researchers begin to realize the importance of influence in social networks [4, 5]. In the early 
ages, several theories were proposed, such as the theory of six degrees of separation, the theory of 
four degrees of separation, and small world phenomenon [6, 7]. Analyzing influence on social 
networks [8, 9, 10] can be used to develop new applications, such as advertising, sentiment 
diffusion [11], link prediction [12], recommended systems and social communities finding. 
Finding the most influential node in a social network such as the most important blogger [13] 
or an opinion leader [14] can be measured by degree centrality. High degree centrality of a node 
indicates the node’s high importance. The PageRank algorithm [15] is used to find the importance 
of nodes in social networks. Betweenness Centrality [16] is another key factor to measure a node’s 
importance. Closeness Centrality is also typically used to measure a node’s importance. Besides 
these three methods, some others include HITS [17], K-Shell [18], and randomly walk algorithm 
[19]. There are several algorithms to measure a node’s importance [20], but the main methods can 
be summarized into two categories: measurement based on topological structure, and measurement 
based on contents and measurement based on users’ behaviors [21].  
Influence maximization (IM) is one of the most studied topics in influence research, especially 
in social networks. The IM problem finds a set of seed nodes that can influence the whole graph 
5 
maximally. Most existing IM problems use diffusion models [22-24] such as ICM [1], LTM [2], 
SIS [25] and SIR [26].  
IM is being applied to different types of network: labeled social networks [27,28], multiple 
labeled networks [29], and dynamic social networks [30-33]. Other than general graphs, special 
graphs such as Bipartite and Hierarchical IM [34] problems have been studied. Most current works 
focus on positive weighted networks and do not consider negative weighted graphs [35, 36]. IM is 
being applied to different social networks such as messenger-based social network [37], 
microblogging [38], and viral marketing social networks [39]. It can be applied to complex social 
networks [40], multiple social networks [41] and some unknown social networks [42]. These 
complex social networks may have multiple acceptance [43, 44]. Rahaman and Hosein [45] 
propose the multi-stage influence maximization problem. Some studies use the non-backtracking 
random walk method [46, 47]. Since greedy algorithms [48] have high time complexity, some 
obtain approximation results while sacrificing the accuracy [49]. K-Means based methods [50-55] 
are also used to solve IM problems. Lee and Chung [56] propose a query approach while Jiang et 
al. [57] propose the community detection method. Other methods include Memetic [58], 
SIMPATH [59], and the community discovery algorithm [60].  
As most social networks are very large in size, scalability is a major concern. Some researchers 
propose scalable methods that do not lose efficiency as the size of the network grows.  Li and Yu 
[60] propose a scalable community discovery algorithm to find the core members of the 
community. Wang et al. [82] present a bottom-ksketch (a summary is a set of items with 
nonnegative weights that supports approximate query processing) based Reverse Influence 
Sampling (RIS) framework, which brings the order of samples into the RIS framework. By 
applying the sketch technique, they derive early termination conditions to significantly accelerate 
6 
the seed set selection procedure. Chen et al. [62] propose a scalable IM algorithm tailored for linear 
threshold model based on the fast computation in directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). Mohan et al. 
[63] propose a model to find a set of influential nodes from a very large graph. By dividing the 
graph into communities and finding influential nodes within each of those communities, a better 
set of nodes for fast information diffusion is obtained. Chen et al. [64] design a new heuristic 
algorithm that is easily scalable to millions of nodes and edges. Their algorithm has a tunable 
parameter for users to control the balance between the running time and the influence spread of 
the algorithm.  
As discussed, methods to solve classic IM problems have been proposed by many. Others 
propose special types of IM problems by adding special conditions or constraints, making it even 
more complex. Some special IM problems include privacy reserved influence maximization [65], 
online social networks [66-68] and location based social networks [69] influence maximization. 
Some social networks’ nodes have several attitudes [70]. Some include time constraint IM [71, 
72], topic-based IM [73], min-cut IM based on big data, budget IM [74-76] and profit IM [77] for 
multiple products.  
As discussed, there are a lot of existing research done on influence research on social networks. 
However, to our knowledge most of the existing models do not consider partial influence from one 
node to another. The models are set up so a node either influences or does not influence another 
node. Another shortcoming of the existing work is that they do not consider different classes of 
nodes. They perform IM on just regular graphs, where nodes are not classified.  
7 
2.2. Strongest Path 
As will be discussed later, the strongest path problem can be translated to a shortest path 
problem. In graph theory, the shortest path problem is a problem of finding a path between two 
vertices (or nodes) in a graph such that the sum of the weights of its constituent edges is minimized.  
Our SIP-based algorithms are based on Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [78]. Classic shortest 
path algorithms can be used instead if desired. These include Dijkstra's algorithm [78], Floyd-
Warshall algorithm [79], and A* algorithm [80]. Dijkstra's algorithm solves the single-source 
shortest path problem; Bellman–Ford algorithm [81] solves the single-source problem if edge 
weights may be negative; A* search algorithm solves single pair shortest path using heuristics to 
speed up the search; and Floyd–Warshall algorithm solves all pairs shortest paths.  
2.3. Graph-based OLAP (GOLAP) 
To our knowledge, not much work has been done for queries related to different classes of 
nodes. Chou et al. [3] propose GOLAP system with two dimensions: nodes and edges. For each 
dimension, different colors can be used to represent different classes. For example, the nodes in a 
social network may represent people. In Figure 1, the nodes are colored in blue for democrats and 
red for republicans. The edges in a social network may represent relationships. Based on the type 
of relationship, the edges could be colored in different colors. In Figure 1, green edges represent 
family, red edges represent friends and blue edges represent co-workers. 
By using different colors for different types of people, we can visualize different classes and 
run class-specific queries. An example of a node dimensional query could be finding the top 3 
democrats that are the most influential in the entire network. Another query may be finding the 
most influential people among co-workers. This would be an edge dimensional query. 
8 
 
Figure 1. An example of node and edge hierarchy 
Our model utilizes colors to classify the nodes. By applying Graph-based OLAP (GOLAP) 
proposed by Chou et al. [3], we are able to convey and apply this concept to solve problems using 
the node dimension.  
2.4. Graph Reduction 
 
 With big data trending, graph reduction has been a topic of interest for quite some time. In 
certain applications, we only need a portion of a graph. We can reduce these graphs into small 
graphs and obtain the same or similar query results. 
Wang et al. [82] propose graph reduction that can answer queries without losing information. 
Navlakha et al. [83] describe a graph summarization method with bounded errors. A graph can be 
reduced by a two-part representation: summary and correction. The summary is an aggregate graph 
that groups the nodes into sets with edges representing relations between sets. The corrections part 
specifies a list of edge-corrections that should be applied to the summary to recreate the graph. 
Toivonen et al. [84] compress a weighted graph by merging nodes and edges to achieve the target 
9 
reduction rate while minimizing the difference on the edge weights between the original graph and 
the compressed graph.  
Most social networks are very large in scale. Some of the algorithms especially for solving 
influence maximization have high time complexity, making it challenging for users to obtain 
results in real-time. We propose graph reduction to alleviate this issue. Also, existing work do not 
consider reducing graphs with colored nodes. Being able to reduce a colored graph is more 
complex but useful in many domains.  
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Chapter 3  
Definitions 
 
Below we first review some terms in the graph theory and the strongest influence path 
(problems) discussed in this thesis. 
(1) Weighted Graph: A weighted graph G is a triplet (V, E, w), where w: E → eVal is a 
function mapping an edge to its weight, and eVal is the set of possible values. For a 
weighted graph, eVal would usually be real numbers. 
(2) Path: A path p from node u to v in G is a sequence of nodes (u, v0, v1, …,vn, v) such 
that for every i∈ {1, …, n}, (vi-1,vi) ∈E. 
(3) Shortest Path: A shortest path from u to v is a path p= (u, v0, v1, …,vn, v) of which the 
sum ∑ 𝑤(𝑣𝑖−1, 𝑣𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖=1  is minimal.We use the notation δG(u, v) to denote the total 
weight of the shortest path from u to v. There may be multiple shortest paths between 
two nodes. 
(4) Influence: The influence from a node to another node is depicted as an edge weight 
ranging between 0 and 1. The edge weight inf (u, v) represents the probability of node 
u influencing node v. 
(5) Strongest Influence Path (SIP): The strongest influence path from a node to another 
node is the path that has the strongest influence value (calculated by multiplication of 
influence probabilities along the path). There are multiple paths between a node to 
another node but there exists at least one strongest influence path among all these paths. 
(6) Influence Maximization (IM): The influence maximization problem finds a set of s 
seed nodes that can influence the whole graph maximally. It asks for a parameter s, to 
find a s-node set of maximum influence. 
11 
Chapter 4   
Strongest Influence Path (SIP) 
 
In this section, we present our approaches to find the strongest influence path from a node to 
another node in a graph. 
4.1. The SIP problem 
Given a directed graph G where each edge (a,b) carries a weight (0, 1), that designates the 
probability of influence from node a to node b. Note that the weight of an edge should not be 0 
because if there was no influence between the two end nodes, that edge should not exist as edges 
represent influence. The Strongest Influence Path (SIP) problem finds the path from a given source 
node s to a given destination node d that has the strongest probability. The probability of influence 
for a path from s to d is calculated by multiplying the influence probabilities of all the edges on 
the path.  
4.2. Use case of SIP 
Consider a corporate network that consists of different companies. Each node represents a 
company and each edge represents influence. A small company s wants to influence a mega 
company d into investing on a business idea they have. s wants to know which companies to go 
through to have the highest chance of getting an introduction to the mega company d. The path 
highlighted in red is the strongest influence path from node s to node d. As shown in Figure 2, the 
path highlighted in red is the strongest influence path from node s to node d. A directed edge from 
a node to another is labelled by the probability that the first node can influence the second node. 
For simplicity, we combine two bidirectional edges between two nodes a and b (i.e., they can 
influence each other) into one edge without an arrow, and label the edge with two probabilities – 
12 
the first being the probability of node a influences node b and the second being the probability of 
node b influences node a.  With such, the influence probability of the SIP from s to d is the 
multiplication of influences 0.6*0.4*0.7*0.5*0.9*0.8*0.5 which is 0.03024. 
 
Figure 2. Example of SIP 
4.3. Algorithm of SIP  
 
Our SIP algorithm that finds the strongest influence between two nodes is based on Dijkstra’s 
shortest path algorithm. To compute the strongest path between two nodes, we can adapt Dijkstra’s 
algorithm as Hangal et al. does [85]. They define the influence of a path to be the product of the 
influence of each edge on the path. 
For the SIP, let us say there are 3 edges in the path, e1, e2 and e3 whose weights are between 0 
and 1. The total influence is calculated by inf(e1)*inf(e2)*inf(e3), which is still between 0 and 1. 
Maximizing inf(e1)*inf(e2)*inf(e3) is equivalent to minimizing -log(inf(e1)*inf(e2)*inf(e3)) 
because -log(1) = 0 and -log(0) is ∞. Since -log(inf(e1)*inf(e2)*inf(e3)) = -(log (inf(e1)) + log 
(inf(e2)) + log (inf(e3))) = (-log (inf(e1)))+ (-log (inf(e2))) + (-log (inf(e3))). It becomes a shortest 
path problem with all positive distances as -log(x) is positive when 0<x<1. Therefore, our SIP 
method can correctly find the strongest influence path as long as the edge weights stay in range (0, 
1].  
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We repeat Dijkstra’s algorithm in the following: 
Partial snippet of Dijkstra’s algorithm (finds the shortest path from a source node to a 
destination node) 
Input Graph G, source node s, destination node d 
Output The shortest path from s to d 
1 For each neighbor v of u; // where v is still in 1; 
2 alt dist[u] + length(u,v) 
3 
 
4 
5 
6 
if alt <  dist[v]; // a shortest path to v has been found 
dist[v] alt; 
prev[v] u; 
return dist[], prev[] 
In the above, dist[v] designates the distance from the source node to v. Prev[v] is the previous 
node in the optimal path from the source. Node u is the node with the shortest distance that was 
selected. As shown in line 2, the distance is calculated by the sum of the weights. 
The SIP algorithm is revised from the Dijkstra algorithm using influence[v] which is the total 
influence value from the source node to v instead of dist[v]. It is calculated by the product of the 
weights. The SIP algorithm finds the path with the highest overall weight as shown in line 3.  
Partial snippet of SIP algorithm (finds the strongest influence paths from a source node to a 
destination node) 
Input Graph G, source node s, destination node d 
Output The Strongest Influence Path from s to d 
1 for each neighbor v of u; // where v is still in 1; 
2 
 
3 
4 
5 
if inf[u] * inf(u,v)> inf[v]; // a strongest influence path to v has been found 
inf[v] = inf[u] * inf(u,v); 
prev[v] =u; 
Return inf[], prev[] 
The time complexity of the SIP algorithm is the same as that of the Dijkstra’s algorithm which 
is O(e log n). 
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Chapter 5  
Top-m SIP (Top-m Strongest Influence Path) 
 
In this section, we present our approaches to find the top-m strongest influence paths from a 
node to another node in a graph. 
5.1. The Top-m SIP Problem 
Given a directed graph G where each edge (a, b) carries a weight between 0 and 1 that 
designates the probability of influence from node a to node b. SIP-m (s, d) is the m strongest 
influence paths from the source node s to the destination node d. The Top-m Strongest Influence 
Path (Top-m SIP) problem finds not just the strongest influence path but the top-m strongest 
influence paths from a node to another node (SIP-1, SIP-2, …, SIP-m).  
5.2. Use case of Top-m SIP 
Consider a corporate network that consists of different companies. Each node represents a 
company and each edge represents an influence. Word on the street is that a huge software 
company d is looking for a hardware company to collaborate on creating the next big tech gadget. 
A hardware company s would like a chance of working with company d but knows they have a lot 
of competition. s is interested to see which path of companies to go through to influence company 
d for picking s as their partner. To compare options, s would like to see what their top three path 
choices are.   
Figure 3 shows an example of the top-m SIP where the value of m is 3. Shown in red is the SIP-
1, which is the strongest influence path from node s to node d. The second strongest SIP (SIP-2) 
is shown in blue. The next strongest SIP (SIP-3) is shown in purple. Company s compares their 
choices and decides to avoid SIP-1 since they had a bad business deal in the past with company 7. 
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Company 3, a rival of s with a potential to steal their opportunity is on SIP-2 so s decides to skip 
this path. s chooses SIP-3 to pass a good recommendation to d. 
 
Figure 3. Example of Top-m SIP 
5.3. Algorithm of Top-m SIP 
The basic idea of the top-m SIP algorithm is that the mth SIP will be a deviation from the 
previously discovered SIPs. It first calls the regular SIP algorithm to compute SIP (SIP-1). In order 
to find SIP-k, where k ranges from 2 to m, the algorithm assumes that all the paths from the source 
to the destination have previously been found. The algorithm iterates through the edges of the SIP 
found, removing one of the edges in each iteration and calculating alternative SIPs. Among these 
alternative routes, the one with the strongest influence is the next SIP.  
Our algorithm is similar to Yen’s algorithm [85] which computes the top-m shortest paths from 
a source node to a destination node. Yen’s algorithm utilizes the idea that the mth SIP will be a 
deviation from the previously discovered SIP. It holds two lists; list A holds the permanent m SIPs 
while list B holds the candidate m SIPs.  
For example, the path SIP-1 in Figure 3 (marked in red) is computed by the SIP algorithm and 
placed on list A. Subsequently, the SIP calculated without e(s,2) in graph G, the SIP calculated 
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without e(2,4) in graph G, the SIP calculated without e(4,7), …, and the SIP calculated without 
e(17,d) are placed on list B. Finally, list B (containing the candidate paths) is sorted in decreasing 
order so among all the paths in list B, the one with the highest path weight becomes SIP-2 and is 
moved to list A.  
Next, the SIP calculated without e(2, 3) in graph G, the SIP calculated without e(3, 6) in graph 
G, the SIP calculated without e(6,9), …, and the SIP calculated without e(18, d) are placed on list 
B. Finally, list B (containing the candidate paths) is sorted in decreasing order so among all the 
paths in list B, the one with the highest path weight becomes SIP-3 and is moved to list A. The 
process is repeated to find SIP-4, SIP-5 etc. until SIP-m is found and placed on list A. 
Similar to Dijkstra’s algorithm which takes the summation of weights ranging from 1 to ∞ to 
find the minimum path weight, Yen’s algorithm returns the top m paths with the smallest path 
weight. Yen’s algorithm can be converted to top-m algorithm, in the same way Dijkstra’s algorithm 
is converted to the SIP algorithm explained in Section IV-C.  As long as the edge weights are 
between 0 and 1, we can find the m paths whose path weights are the maximum.  
The Top-m SIP algorithm is summarized in the following. 
Top-m SIP algorithm (finds the top m strongest influence paths from a source node to a 
destination node) 
Input Graph G, source node s, destination node d, m 
Output Top-m Strongest Influence Paths 
1 Function TopmSIP(G, s, d, m):// Determine top m longest paths from the source to 
the destination. 
2 A[0] = SIP(G, s, d);// Initialize the heap to store the potential kth longest path. 
3 B = []; 
4 for m from 1 to M:// The spur node ranges from the first node to the next to last node 
in the previous m-longest path. 
5 for i from 0 to size (A[m − 1]) − 1:// Spur node is retrieved from the previous m-
longest path, m − 1. 
6 spurNode = A[m-1].node(i);// The sequence of nodes from the source to the 
spur node of the m-longest path. 
7 rootPath = A[m-1].nodes(0, i); 
8 for each path p in A: 
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9 if rootPath == p.nodes(0, i):// Remove the links that are part of the 
previous longest paths which share the same root path. 
10 remove p.e (i, i+1) from G; 
11 for each node rootPathNode in rootPath except spurNode: 
12 remove rootPathNode from G; 
13 spurPath = SIP(G, spurNode, destination);// Calculate the spur path from 
the spur node to the destination. 
14 totalPath = rootPath + spurPath;// Entire path is made up of the root path 
and spur path. 
15 B.append(totalPath);// Add the potential m-longest path to the heap. 
16 restore edges to G;// Add back the edges and nodes that were removed 
from the graph. 
17 restore nodes in rootPath to G; 
18 if B is empty: 
 // This handles the case of there being no spur paths, or no spur paths left. This could 
happen if the spur paths have already been exhausted (added to A), or there are no 
spur paths at all - such as when both the source and destination vertices lie along a 
"dead end". 
19 break; 
20 B.reverseSort();// Sort the potential m-longest paths by cost in decreasing order. 
21 A[k] = B[0];// Add the highest cost path becomes the m-longest path. 
22 B.pop(); 
23 return A; 
The time complexity of the top-m SIP algorithm is the same as that of Yen’s algorithm which 
is O(mn3). The top-m SIP algorithm calls the SIP algorithm to obtain the longest path. The time 
complexity of the SIP algorithm is O(n2). Since the top-m SIP algorithm makes m*l calls to the 
SIP algorithm in computing the spur paths, where l is the length of the spur paths and the expected 
value of l in a condensed graph is O(log n) [85], while in the worst case it is n.  So the best case 
time complexity is O(mlog n×n2) and the worst case time complexity is O(mn3). 
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Chapter 6  
k-Colors Strongest Influence Problem with t constraint 
(k-Colors/SIP-t) 
 
In this section, we present our approaches to find the strongest influence path with at 
most/exactly/at least t nodes of color c from a node to another node in a graph. 
6.1. k-Colors t-SIP (k-Colors Strongest Influence Path with t Constraint)  
Given a directed k-colors graph G where each edge (a, b) carries a weight (0, 1) that designates 
the probability of influence from node a to node b. The nodes are one of k different colors and the 
colors represent different types of nodes, such as gender, ethnicity, age group and political 
preference. The k-colors SIP-t problem finds the SIP from the source node s to the destination node 
d which passes through exactly/at least/at most t nodes that have the same color (called constraint 
color).  
6.2. Use case of K-colors t-SIP  
Consider a corporate map that consists of different companies based on supply chains (Figure 
4). Each node represents a company, each edge represents the strength of supply, and each node is 
colored based on its size: blue for large business, green for medium-size business, and red for small 
business). A large company d wants to buy a small company s and at the same time acquire the 
intermediate suppliers with the strongest supplies (influence) between the two companies and at 
least 4 of them are small businesses. So the problem is to find the strongest path from s to d that 
includes at least 4 intermediate companies (red nodes) that are small businesses (exemplified by 
the red path in Figure 3).  
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Figure 4. Example of k-colors SIP-t 
6.3. Algorithm of k-Colors t-SIP  
The basic idea of our algorithm is that it computes the paths by layers. Assume the constraint 
color is green. First, we compute the paths containing zero green node (inf[0]). Then we compute 
the paths containing one green node (inf[1]) based on inf[0], the paths containing two green nodes 
(inf[2]) based on inf[1], and so on. We keep going until no more paths can be computed. The 
visited nodes are reset when starting a new layer of path calculation. To avoid loops in a path, we 
do not visit a neighbor if it is already in the path. For example, if B is a green node and the path of 
C’s inf[1] is A→B→C, we do not compute B’s inf[2] from C because it will cause a loop. Note 
that we assume there only exists one SIP. 
The following is an example. With A as the source node and t=1, it keeps track of the paths 
from node A to all the other nodes with zero green node and one green node. For example, inf[1].C 
designates the influence of the strongest path from the source node A to node C with 1 green node. 
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Figure 5(a) Step 1 
Figure 5(a) shows the layer inf[0] with zero green node. We start with the source node which is 
A and visit its outgoing neighbors B, C and E. B is green so it will be excluded from inf[0]. However 
it is recorded in inf[1] because we will not visit A again (to avoid a loop.) Therefore inf[1].B=0.9 
(A→B). C is white so inf[0].C=0.1 (A→C). E is white so inf[0].E=0.2 (A→E). Among all the inf[0] 
values, E has the maximal influence so the next node to visit is E.  
 
Figure 5(b) Step 2 
Figure 5(b) computes the influences of node A on E’s outgoing neighbors D and F. D is white 
so inf[0].D=0.2*0.5=0.1 (A→E→D). F is green so inf[1].F=0.2*0.1=0.02 (A→E→F). Among the 
unvisited nodes, both nodes C and D have the maximal inf[0] so we randomly choose C.  
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Figure 5(c) Step 3 
Next, shown in Figure 5(c), we compute the influences of node A on C’s outgoing neighbor D. 
The influence 0.1*0.5 (A→C→D) is less than the current inf[0].D=0.1 so there is no need to update 
its value. Now only node D is visited because it is the only unvisited node with an inf[0] value. 
  
Figure 5(d) Step 4 
In Figure 5(d), we compute node A’s influence on D’s outgoing neighbor G. G is white so 
inf[0].G = 0.1*0.5 =0.05(A→E→D→G). Next, we choose the only unvisited node with an inf[0] 
value, which is G, and mark node D visited. 
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Figure 5(e) Step 5 
In Figure 5(e), G has no outgoing neighbors. There are no nodes with an inf[0] value that has 
not been visited anymore, so we can start the path layer with one green node (inf[1]). Node B has 
the maximum inf[1] value so we start with B, and mark node G visited. 
 
Figure 5(f) Step 6 
Figure 5(f) shows the inf[1] layer. We first reset all the nodes as unvisited, and compute the 
influences of node A on B’s outgoing neighbor C. C is white so inf[1].C = 0.9*0.9 =0.81 (A→B→
C). So the next node with the maximum inf[1] value is C, and we mark node B visited. 
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Figure 5(g) Step 7 
In Figure 5(g), we compute node A’s influence on C’s outgoing neighbor D. C is white so 
inf[1].D = 0.81*0.5 =0.405 (A→B→C→D). Therefore the next node with the maximal inf[1] is D, 
and we mark node C visited. 
  
Figure 5(h) Step 8 
In Figure 5(h), we compute the influence of node A on D’s outgoing neighbor G. G is white so 
inf[1].G = 0.405*0.5 =0.203 (A→B→C→D→G). G has no outgoing neighbor. We mark nodes D 
and G as visited. Now the only unvisited node with an inf[1] value is F.  
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Figure 5(i) Step 9 
Figure 5. Exactly SIP-t 
 
Finally, in Figure 5(i), we compute the influence of node A on F’s outgoing neighbor G which 
is 0.02*0.1=0.002. Because it is less than inf[1].G which is 0.203, we do not need to update its 
value and can mark node F as visited. At this point, every node that has an inf[1] value has been 
visited, so we can go to the next layer inf[2]. Since no path contains 2 green nodes, there are no 
values for inf[2], so the algorithm stops.  
This algorithm computes the SIP including zero green node, the SIP including one green node, 
up to the SIP including t green nodes from a source node to all the other nodes in the graph. In our 
example, the source node is A. Given t=1 and destination node d = C, we look at the value for 
inf[1].C which is 0.405 (A→B→C). Given t=0 and destination node d = D, we look at the value 
for inf[0].D which is (A→C→D).  
The k-Colors SIP-t algorithm is summarized as follows. 
t-SIP-Path constraint Algorithm (Find all strongest influence paths form a node to any 
other nodes with  exactly t nodes of color c.) 
Input: Graph G, source node s, destination node d, number of nodes of color c constraint t, 
color c 
Output: All strongest influence paths from S to any other nodes containing exactly t nodes 
of color c 
1. Create vertex set R //object nodes 
2. int i, j; 
3. for each vertex v in G: //Initialization 
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4.        for i=0 to t: 
5.               inf[i].v← -∞ //Unknown influence from source to v going through i nodes of
 color c 
6.              prev[i].v← UNDEFINED //Previous node in optimal path from source 
7.       for j=0 to t: 
8.           while R ≠G: 
9.                   u ← vertex in O with max inf[j] //Node w/ the strongest influence will be 
selected next 
10.                      R =R ∪{u} 
11.                      for each neighbor w of u  
12.                     if j==0: 
13.                            if color[w]== c: 
14.                                  inf[1].w=inf(u,w) 
15.                                  prev[1].w=u 
16.                            else 
17.                                  inf[0].w=inf(u,w) 
18.                                  prev[0].w=u 
19.                     else 
20.                            if color[w]== c: 
21.                               if inf[j+1].w<inf[j].u*inf(u,w) 
22.                                 inf[j+1].w=inf(u,w)*inf[j].u 
23.                                 prev[j+1].w=u 
24.                           else 
25.                                 if inf[j].w<inf[j].u*inf(u,w) 
26.                                     inf[j].w=inf[j].u*inf(u,w) 
27.                                      prev[j].w=u 
28. return inf[t].d, prev[t].d 
The time complexity of SIP-t is O(tenlogn). This is because the complexity of Dijkstra’s 
Algorithm is e logn, we need to keep track of t different influence levels and reset the unvisited 
nodes for each influence level which is another n.  
 
Theorem 1: The k-Colors SIP-t algorithm returns the SIP with the t nodes of color c constraint.  
Proof:  
Let findSIPcConst(s, t, c) be a function that returns the SIP from the seed node s 
containing exactly t nodes of color c. We use proof of induction to prove the correctness. Our base 
case is to show findSIPcConst(s, 0, c) holds. The base case finds the SIP from the source to every 
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other node including exactly ‘0’ nodes of color c. That is, the SIP does not contain any node of c 
color. 
Let inf[0].v be the label found by the algorithm and let δ[0].v be the strongest path influence 
from s-to-v. We want to show that inf[0].v = δ[0].v for every vertex v at the end of the algorithm, 
showing that the algorithm correctly computes the distances. We prove this by induction on |R| via 
the following lemma: For each x ∈ R, inf[0].x = δ[0].x. We use proof by induction to prove the 
base case. The base case is when |R| = 1. Since R only grows in size, the only time |R| = 1 is when 
R = {s}. If color[s]==c, then inf[0].s remains - ∞ since the path from s to s including 0 node of 
color c does not exist. inf[0].s = 1 = δ[0].s, which is correct.  
Let u be the last vertex added to R. Let R’ = R∪ {u}. Our inductive hypothesis is for each x ∈ 
R’, inf[0].x = δ[0].x. By the inductive hypothesis, for every vertex in R’ that isn not u, we have the 
correct distance label. We need only show that inf[0].u = δ[0].u to complete the proof. If 
color[u]==c, we would not consider it because that path would contain at least 1 node of color c 
and wouldn’t meet the inf[0] constraint. If color[u]!=c, suppose for a contradiction that the 
strongest path from s-to-u with no node of color c is Q and has influence inf(Q) > inf[0].u. 
Q starts in R’ and at some leaves R’(to get to u which is not in R’). Let xy be the first edge along 
Q that leaves R’. Let Qx be the s-to-x subpath of Q. Clearly: inf(Qx) * inf(x, y) ≥ inf(Q). Since 
inf[0].x is the influence of the strongest s-to-x path by the I.H., inf[0].u ≥ inf(Qx) , giving us inf[0].x 
* inf(x, y) ≥ inf(Qx) . Since y is adjacent to x, inf[0].y must have been updated by the algorithm, 
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so inf[0].y ≥ inf[0].x * inf(x, y) . (Since inf[0].y is the length of the strongest s-to-y path by the 
I.H.) 
Finally, since u was picked by the algorithm (It picks the node with the biggest distance label 
to be the next node to visit), u must have the biggest distance label out of all the unvisited nodes 
left (u, y, etc.): inf[0].u ≥ inf[0].y. Combining these inequalities in reverse order gives us the 
contradiction that inf[0].u > inf[0].u. Therefore, no such stronger path Q must exist and so inf[0].u 
= δ[0].u. This lemma shows the algorithm is correct by “applying” the lemma for R = V. Therefore, 
the base case holds. 
Our inductive hypothesis is that findSIPcConst(s, k, c) where 1≤k<t holds. This means inf[k].u 
contains the strongest influence value from s to u with exactly k nodes of color c. Using I.H., we 
show that findSIPcConst(s, k+1, c) holds. According to our algorithm, for any node v in graph G, 
where edge(u, v) exists, there are two cases. The first case is if the new visited neighbor v is not 
color c, this part of the algorithm is the same as the base case where color[v]!=c. Therefore, the 
same proof can be applied here. The second case is if the new visited neighbor v is color c, we use 
proof of contradiction to prove the correctness.  
Suppose for a contradiction that the strongest path from s-to-v with k+1 node of color c is Q 
and has influence inf(Q) > inf[k+1].v. Inf[k].u is the strongest influence path from s to u with 
exactly k nodes of c based on our I.H. If inf[k].u * inf(u,v) is greater than inf[k+1].v, then inf[k+1].v 
is updated to inf[k].u * inf(u,v). A subpath of a strongest path is a strongest path. That means if 
inf[k+1].v is the strongest path from s-to-v, then inf[k].u is the strongest path from s-to-u. Since 
inf(Q) > inf[k+1].v, inf[k+1].v which is  inf[k].u * inf(u,v) is not the strongest path. That means 
inf[k].u is not the strongest path. But based on our inductive hypothesis, inf[k].u is indeed the 
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strongest path from s-to-u. This gives us a contradiction. In both, findSIPcConst(s, k+1, c) returns 
a SIP with ‘k+1’ nodes of c color. Consequently, findSIPcConst(s, t, c) holds for any t. 
■ 
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Chapter 7  
k-Colors Strongest Influence Problem with 
t %constraint(k-Colors/ SIP-t%) 
 
In this section, we present our approaches to find the strongest influence path with at 
most/exactly/at least t nodes of color c from a node to another node in a graph. 
7.1. k-Colors SIP-t% (k-Colors Strongest Influence Path with t% Constraint)  
In Chapter 6, we discuss the k-Colors SIP algorithm that includes exactly/at most/at least t nodes 
of a constraint color c. However, some applications might be interested in finding SIPs with a 
percentage constraint on the nodes of the same color.  
Given a directed k-colors graph G where each edge (a,b) carries a weight (0, 1) that designates 
the probability of influence from node a to node b. The nodes are one of k different colors and the 
colors represent different types of nodes. The k-colors SIP-t% problem finds the SIP from the 
source node s to each destination node d which passes through exactly/at least/at most t% nodes 
that have the same color. 
7.2. Use case of k-colors t%-SIP  
Consider a corporate network that consists of different companies as shown in figure 6. Each 
node represents a company and each edge represents influence. Company s wants to reach out to 
company d about working on a project together. The colors of the nodes represent the types of 
companies. For example, red nodes represent IT companies, blue nodes represent material 
companies, white nodes represent software companies and green nodes represent hardware 
companies.  The path highlighted in red is the strongest influence path from node s to node d 
including at most 15% IT companies. In the highlighted path, node s is the only red node, 
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representing an IT company. The percentage of red nodes on the following SIP is computed by 
total # of red nodes/total # of nodes = 1/8 = 12.5%.  
 
Figure 6. Example k-colors SIP-t% 
7.3. Algorithm of at most k-Colors SIP-t% 
Our basic idea is as following. We call the basic SIP function to obtain the SIP from node s to 
node d. Then, we check if the SIP satisfies the t% constraint. If it does, we return the SIP as the 
solution. If it does not satisfy the t% constraint, we explore alternative SIPs. To compare the SIP 
values of node s’s neighbors, we compute the SIP from s’s neighbors to d and multiply the 
influence value from s to its neighbors. For example, if s had neighboring nodes 1, 2 and 3, we 
would compare inf(s, 1)*SIP(1, d), inf(s, 2)*SIP(2, d) and inf(s, 3)*SIP(3, d). Out of the paths that 
meet the t% constraint, we pick the one with the maximum influence value. The count function 
counts the total number of nodes. For instance, count (SIP(s, d)) counts the total number of nodes 
on the SIP from node s to node d and count (SIP(s, d)green) counts the total number of green nodes 
on the SIP from node s to node d. 
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Figure 7(a) Step 1 
Consider the example shown in Figure 7(a). First, we find the SIP from s to d as shown in Figure 
5(a). The constraint on SIP(s, d) is that it has to satisfy  
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑠,𝑑)𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛)
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑠,𝑑)
  ≤ t %.  
 
Figure 7(b) Step 2 
 
So we check if SIP(s,d) meets the green node constraint. If it meets the constraint, SIP(s,d) is 
the solution. If it does not, we calculate the influence from the source node (node s) to all its 
neighbors (node 1, node 2, node 3) as shown in blue in Figure 7(b). Now, calculate the influence 
from node s to all its neighbors. The influence value from node s to node 1 is 0.5, denoted as inf(s, 
1). So we have Inf(s,1)=0.5, Inf(s,2)=0.8 and Inf(s,3)=0.8.  
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Figure 7(c) Step 3 
Then, calculate the SIPs from s’s neighbors (node 1, node 2, node 3) to d as shown in Figure 
7(c) which are SIP(1, d), SIP(2, d) and SIP(3, d). If the total number of green nodes on SIP from 
node 1 to node d over the total number of green nodes from node 1 to node d plus 1 (node s) is less 
than or equal to t% ( 
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑆𝐼𝑃(1,𝑑)𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛)
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑆𝐼𝑃(1,𝑑))+1
  ≤ t %), we consider that path as a candidate path. If the 
conditions 
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑆𝐼𝑃(1,𝑑)𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛)
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑆𝐼𝑃(1,𝑑))+1
  ≤ t %, 
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑆𝐼𝑃(2,𝑑)𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛)
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑆𝐼𝑃(2,𝑑))+1
  ≤ t % and 
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑆𝐼𝑃(3,𝑑)𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛)
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑆𝐼𝑃(3,𝑑))+1
  ≤ t % are 
satisfied, then the result is the path with the highest influence value out of all the candidate paths: 
max{inf(s,1) * inf (SIP(1,d)), inf (s,2) *  inf (SIP(2,d)), inf (s,3) * inf (SIP(3,d))}. 
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Figure 7(d) Step 4 
Among the three candidate paths, we want to pick a path that meets the constraint and has the 
highest influence value. Because two SIPs, (s→SIP(1, d)) (let us call this path1) and (s→SIP(2, 
d)) (path2) satisfy the constraint and another (s→SIP(3, d)) (path3) does not satisfy the constraint 
as shown in Figure 7(d), we compare the influence value of each path. Since inf (path1) > inf 
(path2), we do not consider path2 as a solution. If inf (path1) > inf (path2) and inf (path1) > inf 
(path3), then the program ends and the result is path1.  
In our example in Figure 7(d), since inf (path1) > inf (path2) and inf (path1) < inf (path3), we 
store the influence value of path1. Next, we consider alternative paths derived from path3 that can 
meet the constraint. The alternative paths derived from path3 in our example would be 
s→3→2→SIP(2, d) (path3.1) and s→3→6→SIP(6, d) (path3.2). Since SIP(2, d) or SIP(6, d) could 
contain more green nodes or less green nodes than path3, these alternate paths may meet the green 
node constraint. In this example, the constraint is to have no more than 30% green nodes. Assume 
path3 is s→3→6→5→7→11→15→21→25→d (4 green nodes in the path) and path 3.1 is 
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s→3→2→5→8→13→19→23→27→d (2 green nodes in the path). Path 3.1 meets the constraint 
while path3 does not. Path 3.2 in this case would be the same path as path3 since path3 is 
s→SIP(3,d) which goes through node 2 and path 3.2 is s→3→6→SIP(6, d). Therefore, they have 
the same influence values. We then compare the influence value of path 3.1 with the influence 
value of path1 and choose the path with a higher influence value. We do this since path3 has the 
highest influence value among the three candidate paths but does not meet the constraint. The 
alternative paths derived from path3 have a high likelihood of having a higher influence value than 
path1 with the constraint satisfied.  
Note that since path1 meets its green node constraint, we do not need to consider alternate paths 
of path1 since path1 contains the SIP from node 1 to node d. Alternate paths of path1 have weaker 
influence values than path1. If an alternate path of path1 had a higher influence value than path1, 
then that path would have been the path1.  Path2’s influence value is lower than path1’s influence 
value. Path2’s alternate paths have weaker influence values than path2 so we do not need to 
consider alternate paths of path2. The only reason we are considering alternate paths of path3 is 
because path3 has a stronger influence value than path1 so alternate paths of path3 might still be 
stronger than path1 while meeting the green node constraint. 
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Figure 7 (e) Step 5 
Now, we compute the influence values of path3’s alternate paths. We calculate the influence 
from node 3 to all its neighbors which are nodes 2 and 6. Inf (3, 2) =0.7 and inf (3, 6) = 0.5. Next, 
we calculate the influence from the source node s to node 3 to its neighbors. Inf (s→ 3→2) = 0.56 
and inf (s→ 3→6) = 0.35. Then, we calculate SIP(2, d) and SIP(6, d) as shown in Figure 7(e).  
 
Figure 7 (f) Step 6 
Figure 7. At most SIP-t% 
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As shown in Figure 7(f), we check if the alternate paths of path3 meet the green node constraint 
conditions 
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑆𝐼𝑃(2,𝑑)𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛)
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑆𝐼𝑃((2,𝑑))+2
  ≤ t % and 
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑆𝐼𝑃(6,𝑑)𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛)
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑆𝐼𝑃(6,𝑑))+2
  ≤ t %. If these conditions are satisfied, 
then the result is the path with the highest influence value out of all the candidate paths: max{inf 
(s,1) * inf (SIP(1,d)), inf (s,3) * inf (3,2) * inf (SIP(2,d)), inf (s,3) * inf (3, 6) * inf (SIP(6,d))}. If 
none of the paths from this step satisfies the t% constraint, repeat the steps until we get the result. 
The algorithm is as follows. 
SIP-Path t% node of color c constraint Algorithm (Find the strongest influence path from 
a source node to destination node with exactly t % nodes of color c.) 
Input: Graph G, Source Node s, Destination Node d, percentage t of colored node 
constraint, color c 
Output: The strongest influence paths from s to d containing exactly t% nodes of color c 
1. char findSIP_t_Percent(G, s, d, t, c){ 
2. if (checkTP(SIP(s,d), t, c)) 
3.     return SIP(s, d); 
4. else 
5.     char pathShared=[s]; 
6.     char candidatePaths[]; 
7.     getAltPaths(pathShared, candidatePaths, t, c); 
8.     candidatePaths.sort(key=inf, reverse= True); 
9. return candidatePaths [0]; 
10. } 
11. bool check_t_Percent(path, t, c){ 
12.     int cNode=0; 
13.     bool meetConstraint=false; 
14.     for each node p in path: 
15.           if p.color == ‘c’ 
16.                cNode++; 
17.     if cNode/len(path)*100==t 
18.           meetConstraint=true; 
19.     return meetConstraint; 
20. } 
21. void getAltPaths(pathShared, candidatePaths, t, c){ 
22.      float cMax=0; 
23.      u=pathShared[-1]; 
24.      for every neighbor v of u: 
25.          tempPath= pathShared.concat(SIP(v,d)) 
26.          if (inf(tempPath)>cMax) 
27.               if(check_t_Percent(tempPath, t, c)  
28.                    cMax=inf(tempPath); 
29.                    candidatePaths.append(tempPath); 
30.              else 
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31.                    pathShared.append(v); 
32.                    getAltPaths(pathShared,              candidatePaths, t, c); 
33. } 
 
Theorem 2: The k-Colors SIP-t% algorithm returns the SIP with t% nodes of color c constraint. 
Proof:  
That is, findSIP_t_Percent(s, d, t, c) returns the specified SIP. Let the original SIP(s, d) be 
SIPorig (lines 2, 3). If SIPorig does not meet t% constraint, we explore alternate paths (lines line 
5~7). Let alt_Paths be the alternate paths of SIPorig. This involves a recursion of n iterations until 
it no candidate alternative path has an influence value exceeding a current maximum influence 
(lines 21~33). This part refers to “if (inf(tempPath) > cMax)” in the algorithm. 
This holds the following; 
(1)  All the candidate alternative paths have been explored. 
(2) At the end of the last recursive step, each path in the resulting list of candidate paths starts 
with s and ends at d. 
Now, sorting the paths in the resulting list and choosing the path with the highest influence 
value must be the final resulting SIP satisfying the constraint (lines 8, 9). That is, having t% of c 
color nodes.  
This completes the proof.  
■ 
Theorem 3: The k-Colors SIP-t% algorithm is an NP-complete problem. 
Proof: We first show that the decision version of SIP-t% is NP-complete. Then we can reduce 
the decision version to the optimization version. The decision version of SIP-t% is a problem that 
determines if there exists a path p from s to d that has inf(p)≥ m and meets the t% constraint. 
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First, we prove that the decision SIP-t% is in NP. We shows that given a solution you can verify 
it in polynomial time. Given a path, it is easy to check if the influence is greater than m and the 
ratio of nodes of color c/all nodes is t%. We can multiply the edge weights to check if the path 
weight is greater than m in polynomial time. We can compute the influence and (number of nodes 
of color c in path / number of all nodes in path)*100 to see if it is exactly t%. This can be done in 
polynomial time since counting the number of nodes takes less than edge e time. So SIP-t% is in 
NP. 
Next, we show the knapsack problem is a special case of SIP-t% problem such that t=100 in 
the knapsack. We represent the items in the knapsack in a graph form in which every item is one 
or more nodes of color c, as shown in Figure 7. Each node is color c and each weight is 1. The 
number of nodes of color c on the path should be less than the weight constraint w. The number of 
nodes of color c on the SIPs could vary from 0 to w. Since the weight of each item is different, we 
link the nodes together to represent different weights. For instance, if the weight of an item is 3kg, 
we link 3 nodes together with no other outgoing edges. For example, once node 1 is reached, the 
only outgoing edge is to node 2 and the only outgoing edge from node 2 is to node 3. Each pink 
bubble in Figure 8 represents an item using a group of nodes. The number of nodes in each bubble 
represents the weight of the item. Then, we can reduce knapsack to a special case of SIP-t%. 
 
Figure 8. Knapsack Conversion 
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 We create a knapsack problem that has non-negative weights a1, a2, · · ·, an, and profits c1, 
c2, · · ·, cn. The problem is to determine if there a subset of weights with total weight at most B, 
such that the corresponding profit is at least K. The SIP-t% problem has non-negative nodes n1, 
n2, · · · , nn and influence weights e1, e2, · · ·, en. The problem here is to determine if there a path 
consisting of nodes with at most t% nodes of color c such that the influence of the path is at least 
M (0<M<1). 
The equivalent parameters between the knapsack problem and the SIP-t% problem, are as 
follow: ai=ni, ci=ei, B=T, and K=M. The knapsack problem is to solve “Given n items with weights 
a1, a2, · · ·, an, a combination of these weights will be at most B.” This is a special case of SIP-t% 
where t=100. Since all weights are of color c, t will be 100. The profit of a combination of items 
c1, c2, · · ·, cn (1<ci<10), will be at least K. We convert ci to log(ci) and take the product of each 
profit value to get the total profit. We want to determine if there exists a subset S ⊆ {1, 2, …, n} 
such that ∑ 𝑎𝑖 ≤ 𝐵 𝑖∈𝑆  and ∏ log (𝑐𝑖) ≥ 𝐾𝑖∈𝑆 ? Knapsack is a known NP-complete problem. We 
show that Knapsack ≤ p SIP-t%. The following deduction implies the new problem is equivalent 
to the original problem: ∑ 𝑎𝑖 ≤ 𝐵 𝑖∈𝑆  ↔   ∑ 𝑛𝑖 ≤ 𝑇 𝑖∈𝑆 and ∏ log (𝑐𝑖) ≥ 𝐾𝑖∈𝑆 ↔  ∏ 𝑒𝑖 ≥ 𝑀𝑖∈𝑆 . 
Therefore, the decision version of SIP-t% is an NP-complete problem. Since the regular SIP-t% is 
a more difficult problem than the decision version of SIP-t%, SIP-t% is an NP-complete problem. 
■ 
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Chapter 8  
A Heuristic Algorithm for k-Colors Strongest Influence 
Problem with t %constraint (k-Colors/ SIP-t%) 
 
In this section, we present our approximation algorithm to find the strongest influence path from 
a node to another node including exactly/at least/at most t% nodes of color c in a graph. 
8.1. An Heuristic SIP-t% problem  
The SIP-t% algorithm is an NP-complete algorithm. For large graphs, it would take a significant 
amount of time. We propose a heuristic algorithm with a significantly better running time of 
O(mn3).  
8.2. Algorithm of SIP-t% 
The following is an example of the SIP-t% problem. We want to find the SIP from the source 
node s to the destination node d, which includes at most 33% nodes of color blue. 
Step 1: As shown in Figure 9(a), obtain the original graph G and confirm the source node s and 
the destination node d. 
 
Figure 9 (a) Step 1 
Step 2: Apply the algorithm of Top-m SIP and calculate the nodes of color c %. 
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As shown in Figure 9(b), we call the Top-m SIP algorithm which returns SIP-1, SIP-2, …, SIP-
m. Then, calculate the ratio of blue nodes on the path to all the nodes on the path. For example, 
SIP-1 has number of blue nodes on SIP-1/number of all nodes on SIP-1 = 3/8=37.5%. SIP-2 has 
3/9=33.3% blue nodes. SIP-m has 4/9 = 44.4%. 
 
Figure 9(b) Step 2 
Figure 9. Heuristic Algorithm SIP-t% 
 
 
Step 3: Starting with SIP-1, check if the color c node % constraint is met. If SIP-1 does not 
satisfy the constraint, check SIP-2, SIP-3 up to SIP-m. Let us say Top-3 SIP has 40% blue nodes 
and SIP-4 has 32.5% blue nodes. We pick SIP-4 to be the solution. 
Step 4: However, if we cannot find the result through the Top-m algorithm, meaning none of 
the SIPs found through the top-m algorithm meets the blue nodes constraint. We increase the value 
of m and repeat steps 2 and 3. The value of m should be increased to higher the chance of finding 
a solution. Repeat until a solution is found. 
The algorithm is as follows. 
SIP-Path t% node of color c constraint Approximation Algorithm (Find all strongest 
influence paths from a node to any other node with at most t% nodes of color c.) 
Input: Graph G, Source Node s, Destination Node d, m for top-m, percentage of color c 
constraint t, color c, 
Output: The strongest influence path from s to d containing exactly t% nodes of color c 
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1. Store paths to result[]=topmSIP(s, d, m) 
2. For each path p in result: 
3.      if count(p.c)/count(p)*100 ==t 
4.    return p 
5. m=exponentialBackoff(s, d) 
6. SIPTPercent(G, s, d, m, t, c) 
 
The time complexity of SIP-t% heuristics is the same as that of the top-m SIP algorithm, O(mn3). 
The complexity of the top-m SIP is mn3. After the top-m SIP algorithm is called, the m SIP nodes 
of color c constraint % is calculated and checked, which takes m times. Even though steps 2 and 3 
could be repeated, it is minor so the total time complexity is mn3 +m which is O(mn3). 
We may use exponential backoff [86] to find an acceptable number for the value of m. 
Exponential backoff is an algorithm that uses feedback to multiplicatively decrease the rate of 
some process, in order to gradually find an acceptable rate. m=𝑛𝑐 − 1 and the initial value of m 
can be set to the total number of nodes in the graph-1 and c is the number of times the algorithm 
is running the SIP-m. If the initial run of SIP-m does not yield a result, re-run the SIP-m with an 
updated value of m where c =2 since it is the second time running SIP-m. If it still does not work, 
re-run it with an updated value of m with c=3. As the number of re-run attempts increases, the 
number of possibilities for finding the solution increases exponentially. 
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Chapter 9  
Influence Maximization Problem based on SIP (IM-SIP) 
 
In this section, we present our approaches to finding the influence maximization problem based 
on the SIP model in a graph. 
9.1. Definition of IM-SIP 
Given a graph G(V,E), find s nodes which can influence G maximally. With inputs G and s and 
output S that maximizes{∑ SIP(S→V)}, where S is the set of all the seed nodes and V is the set of 
all the nodes in the graph G. 
9.2. Assumptions of IM-SIP 
The IM-SIP problem is very complex. In order to simplify our problem, we make three 
assumptions: 
Assumption 1: We only consider the influence value of SIP as the influence from one node to 
another node. 
S D
Path-1=SIP
Path-2
Path-3
 
Figure 10. Assumption 1 
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For example, consider the network shown in Figure 10, from node S to node D there are many 
paths (more than 3), we only consider the influence value of the SIP as the influence value from 
node S to node D. In Figure 9, path 1 is the SIP from node S to node D so the influence value of 
path 1 is the influence from node S to node D. Without this assumption, there would be multiple 
influence values from one node to another.  
Assumption 2: Assume that when computing multiple nodes’ combined influence on a single 
node, only the SIP that has the strongest influence value influences that node. 
S1 D
S3
S2
SIP(S1,D)
SIP(S2,D)
SIP(S3,D)
 
Figure 11. Assumption 2 
 
That is the combined SIP: cSIP(S, y)= max x∈ S {SIP(x, y)}, where S is the given set of nodes. 
For example, as shown in Figure 11, the combined influence of S1, S2 and S3 on D is the strongest 
influence value among the influence values of SIP(S1, D), SIP(S2, D) and SIP(S3, D). 
Without this assumption, we would add up the influence of the 3 paths to the destination node. 
This is because based on the nature of our SIP model, the influence from a node to another node 
is the strongest influence path (assumption 1). Let us say SIP (S1, D) is S1→ 2→ 
3→5→7→S2→14→11→9→D, SIP(S2, D) is S2→14→11→9→D and SIP(S3, D) is S3 
→11→9→D. If we were to add up all the influences, the influence value of 11→9→D would be 
counted 3 times and the influence value of 14→11→9→D would be counted twice. This is 
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redundant in counting the same influence more than once. Therefore, we use the maximum 
function for our model.  
Assumption 3: The influence from one node to itself is equal to 1 (as shown in Figure 12). 
S
SIP(S,S)=1
 
Figure 12. Assumption 3 
 
9.3. Algorithm of IM-SIP 
The brute force IM-SIP can be described as the following. We want to find s seed nodes which 
influence the entire graph maximally.  
First, we obtain all possible combinations of s seed nodes. Let us say s=3 in our example. In 
Figure 13(a), the possible s seed sets would include {0, 1, 2}, {0, 1, 3}, {0, 1, 4}, …, {8, 9, 10}. 
 
Figure 13 (a) Step 1 
Then, we calculate the combined influence of each seed set. For example, in order to compute 
the combined influence of a seed set {1, 2, 8}, we use the maximum function. In Figure 13 (b), the 
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non-seed nodes are 0, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 and 10. As stated in assumption 2, we choose the seed node 
that has the strongest influence on each of these non-seed nodes. If SIP(1, 0)= 0.7, SIP (2, 0) = 
0.56, and SIP(8, 0)= 0.252, cSIP({1, 2, 8}, 0)= max (SIP(1, 0), SIP (2, 0), SIP (8, 0))=max(0.7, 
0.56, 0.252) = 0.7. Then we repeat the same steps for the next non-seed node, which is node 3. 
cSIP({1, 2, 8}, 3)= max (SIP(1, 3), SIP (2, 3), SIP (8, 3))=max(0.64, 0.8, 0.28) = 0.8. We sum up 
the cSIPs from the seed nodes to nodes in the entire graph to compute the combined influence and 
repeat this step for each combination of the s seed nodes. 
 
Figure 13(b) Step 2 
 
Figure 13. IM-SIP 
 
Next, we choose the s seed nodes with the highest combined influence. It takes s*n to compute 
the combined influence from a seed set to a node. We repeat these steps for 
𝑛!
𝑠!(𝑛−𝑠)!
 times. IM-SIP 
is NP-complete, as the time complexity of SIP is very large: O(
𝑛!
𝑠!(𝑛−𝑠)!
∗ 𝑠 ∗ 𝑛).  
Table 1 shows the number of different combinations of s seed nodes that can be created from a 
given number of nodes. As one can see, as the value of s increases, the number of combinations 
consisting of s nodes increases exponentially. As the size of the graph increases and the value of s 
increases, it could take weeks, months and even years. 
Table 1. Number of s node combinations 
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# of nodes s Combination 
100 1 100 
100 2 4,950 
100 3 161,700 
100 4 3,921,225 
100 5 75,287,520 
100 6 1,190,052,400 
100 7 16,007,560,800 
100 8 186, 087,894,300 
100 9 1,902,231,808,400 
100 10 17,310,309,456,440 
9.4. Definition of IM-SIP-T 
Given a graph G(V,E), find s nodes which can influence G maximally. With inputs G, s, t and 
c output S with exactly t nodes of color c that maximizes{∑ SIP(S→V)}, where S is the set of all 
the seed nodes and V is the set of all the nodes in the graph G. 
9.5. Use case of IM-SIP-T 
Consider a citation network as an example, shown in Figure 14, where each node represents a 
publication and each edge represents the direction of the information flow (e.g., edge (2, 5) shows 
node 5 cited node 2).  
The node colors represent the publication year. For example, the white nodes are publications 
between 1996 and 2000, and the blue nodes are publications between 2001 and 2005, the red nodes 
are publications between 2006 and 2010, and the yellow nodes are publications between 2011 and 
2015.  
The edge weights represent the strength of the influence. For example, an edge weight of 0.9 
would indicate that the publication citing the corresponding publication in a positive way.  An 
edge weight of 0.1 would indicate that the publication was cited in a negative way. We want to 
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find five most influential publications in the network including at least 3 that were published 
between year 2011 and 2015 (recent). 
 
Figure 14. Citation network  
 
9.6. Algorithm of IM-SIP-T 
The brute force IM-SIP can be described as the following. We want to find s seed nodes 
including exactly t seed nodes of color c which influence the entire graph maximally.  
Step 1: Compute every possible combination of s seed nodes from graph. 
Step 2: From the candidate seed set list from step 1, remove the ones that do not meet the t 
colored nodes constraint. (Remove the ones that have less than or equal to t nodes of color c. 
Step 3: From the remaining list of step 2, compute the combined average influence for each 
candidate seed set. 
Step 4: Sort based on the combined average influence value. 
Step 5: Return the top set from step 4. 
 
The following heuristic algorithm is for the IM-SIP problem which is NP-complete. The 
heuristic algorithm is greedy – It builds the set of seed nodes incrementally – in every iteration it 
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brings in a new node that combined with the nodes in the current set of seed nodes has the highest 
combined influence on the remaining nodes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 10   
A Greedy Algorithm for k-Colors IM-SIP-t 
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As shown in the previous section, the brute force algorithm of IM-SIP is NP-complete. In order 
to improve the running time, we propose a greedy algorithm to solve the problem of finding s seed 
nodes from graph G, of which there are exactly t nodes of the same color, which influence the 
whole graph maximally.  
10.1. Definition of k-Colors IM-SIP-T 
Find s seed nodes from graph G, of which there are exactly/ at most/ at least t nodes of the same 
color, which influence the whole graph maximally.  
Given a graph G(V,E), find s nodes which can influence the graph G maximally. With inputs 
G, s and t, and output arg max{∑ SIP(<S,t>→V)}, s is seed nodes, t is the number of nodes of a 
chosen color, and V is all nodes in the graph G. 
10.2. Algorithm of k-Colors t-IM-SIP 
The following heuristic algorithm is for a k-color network and we look for  exactly t nodes of 
the same color that influence the entire network the most. Because the IM-SIP problem is NP 
complete, it is obviously that the k-Colors t-IM-SIP problem is NP-complete also (The IM-SIP 
problem is a special case of the k-Colors t-IM-SIP problem where k is 1 .)  
Step 1: Check if the values of s, t and c are validate inputs. Check for s being larger than the 
size of the graph, t being larger than s, the number of nodes of color c in graph G being too large 
(the number of nodes not of color c in graph G is less than s-t) or too small (graph G contains less 
than t nodes of color c). 
Step 2: Compute the influence of each node on the entire graph and store these values. 
Step 3: Sort the nodes based on their average influence values. 
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Step 4: From the sorted list, choose the node from the top (node with the highest average 
influence value) to be a seed node. 
Step 5:  Among the nodes that are not in the set of seed nodes, for each one of them compute 
the combined influence of the set of seed nodes on the entire graph and sort them based on the 
combined average influence values. 
Step 6: With the node with the highest combined influence value with the existing seed nodes, 
check for the color nodes constraint. Keep going down the sorted list until a node that doesn’t 
violate the color nodes constraint is found and add it to the seed set. 
Step 7: Repeat steps 5 and 6 until all s seeds are selected. 
Step 8: Return s seed nodes selected from the list. 
In our example, let us say we want to find 4 seed nodes including exactly 2 yellow nodes. First, 
compute the influence of each node to the entire graph as shown in Figure 15 (a). 
 
Figure 15 (a) Step 1 
 
Next, sort the nodes based on their influence value as shown in Figure 15(b). 
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Figure 15 (b) Step 2 
Then, from the sorted list, we choose the node from the top (node with the highest influence) 
as the initial seed node. We keep track of the current count of yellow nodes and the current count 
of non-yellow nodes of the seed set. In Figure 15(c), we initialize the current yellow node count 
and the non-yellow node count in the seed set to be 0s. If the current non-yellow node count is s-
t, and the yellow node count is t, we end the program and return the seed set. If the node color is 
yellow, check if the current yellow node count is less than t. If it is, increase the current yellow 
node count and append the node to the seed set. If the node color is not yellow, check if the current 
non-yellow node count is less than s-t. If it is, increase the current non-yellow node and append 
the node to the seed set. 
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Figure 15 (c) Step 3 
We pick the first node from the sorted list. As in Figure 15(d), the first node is 8. As it is a non-
yellow node, we check to see if the current count of non-yellow nodes is less than s-t, which is 4-
2=2. Since 0<2, we increase the non-yellow node count and add node 8 to the seed set.  
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Figure 15 (d) Step 4 
Next, we calculate the combined influence value of each node with the existing seed node. For 
example, the combined influence of node 2 would be the combined influence of node 2 and 
existing seed node 8 to the entire graph. Shown in Figure 15(e), we see the combined influence of 
each node with node 8. The node with the strongest combined influence with the existing seed 
node 8 is 2. As it is a yellow node, we check to see if the current count of yellow nodes is less than 
t, which is 2. Since 0<2, we increase the yellow node count and add node 2 to the seed set. 
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Figure 15 (e) Step 5 
We need 4 seed nodes and have 2 seed nodes so far. We repeat the previous step and recalculate 
the combined influence value of each node with the existing seed nodes 8 and 2. As shown in 
Figure 14(f), node 0’s combined influence with nodes 8 and 2 is 9.64. Since node 0 has the 
strongest combined influence and it is a non-yellow node, we check to see if the current count of 
non-yellow nodes is less than t. Since 1<2, we increase the non-yellow node count and add node 
0 to the seed set. 
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Figure 15 (f) Step 6 
We need 4 seed nodes and have 3 seed nodes so far. We repeat the previous step. Shown in 
Figure 15(g), the node with the strongest combined influence with the existing see nodes 8, 2 and 
0 is node 1. As it is a non-yellow node, we check to see if the current count of non-yellow nodes 
is less than s-t, which is 2. Since 2=2, we skip this node and go to the next node. 
 
Figure 15(g) Step 7 
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As shown in Figure 15(h), the next node is 7. As it is a yellow node, we check to see if the 
current count of yellow nodes is less than t, which is 2. Since 1<2, we increase the yellow node 
count and add node 7 to the seed set. The yellow node count 1is equal to the value of t which is 2, 
and the non-yellow node count is equal to the value of s-t which is 2, we terminate the program. 
Finally, we return the seed set. 
 
Figure 15 (h) Step 8 
Figure 15. IM-SIP-T Greedy 
 
The complexity of this greedy algorithm is O(en2logn). It takes O(elogn) to run the SIP 
algorithm. We need to calculate the SIP from each node in the graph to every node in the graph. 
This takes O(en2logn). When we calculate each node’s combined influence, it takes O(n) since we 
don’t need to calculate the SIP value from one node to another. We simply look it up from the 
stored values done in the first step. Recalculating the combined influence is repeated s-1 times so 
together, it is O(sn). The value of s can be at most n so the worst case is O(n2). O(en2logn) + O(n2) 
= O(en2logn). 
Theorem 4: δSIP(S) is monotonic. i.e. δSIP (S ∪{v}) ≥δSIP (S) 
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Proof: 
We prove that when we add node v to the seed set S, the overall influence to the entire graph 
goes up. The SIP algorithm calculates the overall influence of a node by the following: 
for each node i in S: 
   for each node j in G: 
       overall_inf +=max(inf(i, j)) 
 
Let us say the seed set S={s1, s2,…, sk}. When we compute the seed set’s influence to node v 
(j=v), inf(S, v)=max(inf(i,v))= max(inf(s1 , v), inf(s2 , v), …, inf(sk , v)) < 1, since the influence from 
one node to another node ranges between 0 and 1. When v is added to S, S={s1, s2,…, sk, v}. At  
j=v, max(inf(s1 , v), inf(s2 , v),…, inf(sk , v), inf(v,v)) = inf(v,v)=1 because the influence value from 
a node to itself is always 1, so inf(v, v)=1. When j=v, inf((S ∪{v}),v)) =1 while  inf (S, v)<1. 
Therefore, inf(v, v)>inf(S, v). So even if node v does not have the maximum influence among other 
seed nodes to all the other nodes in G, the overall influence will still go up. Therefore, δ SIP (S 
∪{v}) > δ SIP (S). 
■ 
Theorem 5: δSIP (S) is sub modular for any S1 and S2: S1 ⊆ S2, and δSIP (S2 ∪{v})-δSIP 
(S2) ≤δSIP (S1 ∪{v})-δSIP (S1) 
Proof: 
Let us say graph G={g0, g1,…, gn}}, seed set S1={v0, v1,…, vi} and seed set S2=S1∪{ vi+1, 
vi+2,…, vj}. Since S1 is a subset of S2, i<j. δSIP(S) denotes the total influence value from the seed 
node set S to each node in the graph G. That is, δSIP(S)=max({v0, v1, v2,…, vs}→ g0)+ max({v0, 
v1, v2,…, vs} → g1)+…+ max({v0, v1, v2,…, vs} → gn).  
The overall influence of set S1 and node v to G is δSIP(S1 ∪{v}) = max(δSIP(S1, g0), δ SIP(v, 
g0))+ max(δSIP(S1, g1), δ SIP(v, g1))+…+ max(δ SIP(S, gn), δ SIP(v, gn)). The influence from S1 
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and node v to each node Gi in graph G is max({v0, v1, v2,…, vi, v },Gi). The overall influence of S2 
and node v to G is δSIP(S2 ∪{v}) = max(δ SIP(S1, g0), δ SIP(v, g0), δ SIP({vi+1, vi+2,…, vj}, g0))+ 
max(δ SIP(S1, g1), δ SIP(v, g1), δ SIP({vi+1, vi+2,…, vj}, g1))+…+ max(δ SIP(S, gn), δ SIP(v, gn), δ 
SIP({vi+1, vi+2,…, vj}, gn)). The influence from S2 and node v to each node Gi in graph G is max({v0, 
v1, v2,…, vi, v, vi+1, vi+2 ,…, vj},Gi). 
The seed set S2 has more nodes (v0, v1, v2,…, vi, vi+1, vi+2 ,…, vj) than S1(v0, v1,…, vi) that could 
have the highest influence on each node in G. When node v joins S2 as opposed to S1, v has a 
lower chance of being the node to have the highest influence on each node in G, since S2 has a 
more nodes that could have the highest influence on each node in G. The worst case is λSIP (S2 
∪{v})-λSIP (S2) = δ SIP (S1 ∪{v})- δ SIP (S1) since S1 is a subset of S2.  If one node in G is 
influenced by v (because v has the highest influence to this node) in (S1∪{v}) but this node is 
influenced by one of (vi+1, vi+2 ,…,vj) in (S2∪{v}), then λSIP (S2 ∪{v})-λSIP (S2) > δ SIP (S1 
∪{v})- δ SIP (S1). Therefore, λSIP (S2 ∪{v})-λSIP (S2) ≤ δ SIP (S1 ∪{v})- δ SIP (S1). 
■ 
Theorem 6: Let S be the solution returned by Greedy, then 𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑆) ≥ (1 −
1
𝑒
)𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇). 
Let 𝑂𝑃𝑇 ⊆ {1, 2, … , 𝑛} denote an optimal solution to maximum influence. 
Proof: 
When s=1, the solution returned by the greedy algorithm is 100% accurate. The greedy 
algorithm obtains the first seed node by calculating each node’s influence on the entire graph and 
choosing the node with the highest overall influence value. This method is the same as the optimal 
solution given by exhaustive search. Let 𝑥𝑖 denote the added value influenced by the choice in 
iteration i. 𝑥𝑖 = 𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑆 ∪ {𝑣}) − 𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑆). Let 𝑦𝑖 denote the total value influenced by the choice in 
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iterations 1, 2, …, i. Let 𝑧𝑖 = 𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇) − 𝑦𝑖, which is the difference in the total influence at i
th 
iteration. 
Figure 16 shows a diagram of  𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖, 𝑧𝑖, and 𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇). The image on the top left is when i=0 
and 𝑧0 = 𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇) − 𝑦0  =𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇). The image below is when i=1 and 𝑧1 = 𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇) − 𝑦1. 
Since 𝑦1 is the total value influenced by the choice in iterations 1, 𝑥1 = 𝑦1. The image on the right 
is when i=2 and 𝑧2 = 𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇) − 𝑦2. Since 𝑦2 is the total value influenced by the choice in 
iterations 1 and 2, 𝑦2 = 𝑥1 + 𝑥2. 
( )SIP Opt
( )SIP Opt
1 1x y=
( )SIP Opt
1x 2x0
( )SIPz Opt=
1 1( )SIPz Opt y= −
2 1 2y x x= +
2 2( )SIPz Opt y= −
 
Figure 16. Greedy and Optimal solution 
 
Our claim is 𝑧𝑖 ≤ (1 −
1
𝑠
)
𝑖
𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇). Suppose this were true, then:𝑦𝑠 = 𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇) − 𝑧𝑠 ≥
𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇) − (1 −
1
𝑠
)
𝑠
𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇) . Recall that 𝑒
𝑥 ≥ 1 + 𝑥  for all real number x. We assume 
that  𝑥 = −
1
𝑠
. Then we get 𝑦𝑠 ≥ 𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇) − (𝑒
−
1
𝑠)
𝑠
𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇) , which is 𝑦𝑠 ≥ (1 −
1
𝑒
) 𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇).  
We prove the correctness of the following by proof of induction: 𝑧𝑖−1 ≤ (1 −
1
𝑠
)
𝑖−1
𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇). 
The base case is when i-1=0, which is clearly true. Our inductive hypothesis is that 𝑧𝑖−1 ≤
(1 −
1
𝑠
)
𝑖−1
𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇)  holds. Using inductive hypothesis, we prove 𝑧𝑖 ≤ (1 −
1
𝑠
)
𝑖
𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇) 
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holds. We define Δ(i|A) = δSIP(A ∪{i})- δSIP(A), which is the added value of i to set A. Ai = (v1, 
v2,…, vi) denotes the nodes selected by the greedy algorithm and A*=(v1*, v2*,…, vs*) denotes 
the optimal solution. 
We want to prove: 𝑥𝑖 ≥
𝑧𝑖−1
𝑠
. By monotonicity, δSIP(A*) ≤ δSIP(A *+ Ai). By performing more 
greedy selection, = δ SIP(Ai) + ∑ Δ(vj*|Ai∪{v1*, v2*,…, vj-1*})𝑠 𝑗=1 . By sub modularity, ≤ δ SIP(Ai) 
+ ∑ Δ(𝑘|Ai) 𝑘∈𝐴∗ . By the property of greedy, ≤ δ SIP(Ai) + ∑ Δ(vi+1|𝐴𝑖) 𝑘∈𝐴∗ .  Then, =δSIP(Ai) + 
s* Δ(vi+1|𝐴𝑖), which is δSIP(A*) ≤ δ SIP(Ai) + s* Δ(vi+1|Ai).  By simple math, s* xi+1 ≥ (δSIP(A*)- 
δSIP (Ai)), which is xi+1 ≥ 
1
𝑠
 (δSIP(A*)- δSIP (Ai)) = 
1
𝑠
* zi. Finally we get 𝑥𝑖 ≥
𝑧𝑖−1
𝑠
. By the 
definition of 𝑧𝑖, 𝑧𝑖 = 𝑧𝑖−1 − 𝑥𝑖. 
Combining the previous two, we get 𝑧𝑖 ≤ 𝑧𝑖−1 −
𝑧𝑖−1
𝑠
= (1 −
1
𝑠
) 𝑧𝑖−1 ≤  (1 −
1
𝑠
)
𝑖
𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇). 
Therefore,𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑆) ≥ (1 −
1
𝑒
) 𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇) holds. 
■ 
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Chapter 11  
k-Colors Influence Maximization on Biomedical Domain 1 
 
In this section, we apply the influence maximization on biomedical domain.  
11.1. k-Colors IM on Biomedical Domain 
Gastrointestinal (GI) cancers are the most common human tumors encountered worldwide [88]. 
These include colorectal cancer, gastric cancer, pancreatic cancer, and cancers of the liver and of 
the biliary tract. Although early-stage GI cancers are amenable to surgical resection with curative 
intent, the overall 5-year relapse rate remains high. The addition of neoadjuvant or adjuvant 
chemotherapy and radiation therapy only modestly improves the overall long-term survival [89]. 
Approximately 25% of GI cancers are diagnosed in an advanced stage, whereas another 25 to 50% 
of patients will develop metastases during the course of the disease [90]. GI cancers are still a 
leading cause of cancer death [91]. Therefore, it is imperative to explore potential effective 
influential genes to increase the number of patients qualified for curative treatments. Both text 
mining and network analysis have been applied to find the hidden knowledge and rules behind the 
huge amount of information [92]. 
11.2. Biomedical Datasets 
In this section, we use data from four cancer types that belong to The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) 
[93].  We employ text mining to search for the genes related to four gastrointestinal cancers that are 
scattered in PubMed, using the query “colon adenocarcinoma”, “liver hepatocellular carcinoma”, 
                                                          
 
1 This chapter is extracted from “Identification of Most Influential Co-Occurring Gene Suites for GI Cancers using Biomedical Literature Mining 
and Graph-based Influence Maximization,” by Charles C.N. Wang, Jennifer Jin, Jan-Gowth Chang, Masahiro Hayakawa, Atsushi Kitazawa, Jeffrey 
J.P. Tsai and Phillip C.-Y. Sheu, 2019, Future Generation Computer Systems Special Issue on Data Exploration in the Web 3.0 Age, submitted on 
Feb 10, 2019. 
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“pancreatic adenocarcinoma”, “stomach adenocarcinoma”, “stomach cancer”, “colorectal cancer”, 
“gallbladder cancer”, “liver cancer”, and “pancreatic cancer”. The biomedical literature metadata such 
as PMID, title, abstract, journal name, and its ISSN and publication date are extracted. 
Stomach cancer  
Search terms including “("stomach neoplasms"[MeSH Terms] OR ("stomach"[All Fields] AND 
"neoplasms"[All Fields]) OR "stomach neoplasms"[All Fields] OR ("stomach"[All Fields] AND 
"cancer"[All Fields]) OR "stomach cancer"[All Fields])” are used in our search strategies. The 
publication date is limited to the last 10 years and a total of 35,097 articles are retrieved.  
Pancreatic cancer  
Search terms including “("pancreatic neoplasms"[MeSH Terms] OR ("pancreatic"[All Fields] 
AND "neoplasms"[All Fields]) OR "pancreatic neoplasms"[All Fields] OR ("pancreatic"[All 
Fields] AND "cancer"[All Fields]) OR "pancreatic cancer"[All Fields])” are used in the search 
strategies. The publication date is limited to the last 10 years and a total of 42,397 articles are 
retrieved.  
Liver cancer  
Search terms including “("liver neoplasms"[MeSH Terms] OR ("liver"[All Fields] AND 
"neoplasms"[All Fields]) OR "liver neoplasms"[All Fields] OR ("liver"[All Fields] AND 
"cancer"[All Fields]) OR "liver cancer"[All Fields])” are used in the search strategies. The 
publication date is limited to the last 10 years and a total of 99,061 articles are retrieved.  
Colorectal cancer  
Search terms including “("colorectal neoplasms"[MeSH Terms] OR ("colorectal"[All Fields] 
AND "neoplasms"[All Fields]) OR "colorectal neoplasms"[All Fields] OR ("colorectal"[All Fields] 
AND "cancer"[All Fields]) OR "colorectal cancer"[All Fields])” are used in the search strategies. 
The publication date is limited to the last 10 years and a total of 95,800 articles are retrieved. 
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We use the abstracts as the training set to train the literature ranking tool MedlineRanker [94], 
which ranks the biomedical literature according to the relevance of a topic learned from the training 
set. The trained MedlineRanker is used to rank the PubMed publications published in the last 10 
years, and the top 1000 publications are selected to conduct the following biomedical text mining 
procedures.  
We use text mining on articles available in PubMed to generate a list of gene/protein co-
occurrences related to gastrointestinal cancer interactions. The method accounts for the position 
of the co-occurring terms within sentences or abstracts. According to the semantic structure of 
each sentence and the whole abstract, the genes co-occurring with the customized concepts are 
likely to be related to gastrointestinal cancers reported in the biomedical literature. 
In the co-occurrences analysis, the gene pairs are categorized into four types [95]:  
(1) Two entities co-occur in an abstract (type 4)  
(2) Two entities co-occur in a sentence (type 3)  
(3) Two entities co-occur in a sentence with an interaction term (e.g., activates, induces, inhibits) 
anywhere in the sentence (type 2)  
(4) Two entities co-occur in a sentence with an interaction term in between the entity names 
(type 1).  
11.3. Representing Biomedical data in Graph form 
In this representation, a node represents a gene, and an edge represents a relevance occurrence 
between two genes for a given disease. The color of the edge represents a certain type of disease. 
Hence, every edge is of a certain disease and can be treated as a colored edge as shown in Figure 
17(a). Because edges are colored, there can be multiple edges between a pair of genes as in Figure 
17(b).  
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Figure 17. Relevance between Genes for Diseases  
The value of an edge represents the relevance strength of two genes for the given disease. That 
is, the value specifies the probability that two genes together are relevant to the given disease. 
Therefore, the relevance on an edge is bi-directional, and it is not like an influence relationship. 
The relevance value is given between 0 and 1 inclusively. The value near ‘1’ implies that two 
genes are strongly relevant to the disease, and the value near ‘0’ implies that two genes are not 
relevant to the given disease. An example of the graph representation of gene disease relevance is 
shown in Figure 18. 
 
Figure 18. Example of ‘Gene-as-Node’ Relevance Graph 
 
The example shows a graph representation of 6 genes, 3 types of diseases, and a number of 
relevance edges. Each edge is associated with a relevance value. Note that the genes G1 and G2 
are relevant for just one disease, and the genes G2 and G3 are relevant for all three diseases. The 
gene G6 has only two edges, meaning that the gene is weakly associated with diseases. In contrast, 
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the gene G3 has a total of 9 relevance edges, and therefore this gene is vital in analyzing disease-
related analytics. 
Another observation regarding the example is that the relevance edges for a disease are not 
necessarily reachable among them. The relevance edge between genes G4 and G6 for a disease 
colored ‘red’ is not reachable from other edges of the same disease. 
11.4. Applying IM on Biomedical Dataset 
In the past, some studies apply network analysis methods to gene regulatory networks to solve the 
influence maximization problem. Hashimoto et al. [96] develop an algorithm to grow small genetic-
regulatory subnetworks from a smaller number of genes of interest, or a seed set of genes. Their 
algorithm is based on the strength of the connection between prospective genes to be added and the 
subnetwork at the current stage of the algorithm. Hecker et al. [97] propose an algorithm for starting 
with a seed network of genes and expending it to query the composite correlational network in a way 
that allows users to rank other genes for possible inclusion in an extended seed network. Gibbs and 
Shmulevich [98] apply IM methods to biological networks to discover the set of regulatory genes with 
the greatest influence on network dynamics. An influence ranking on genes is produced by solving the 
IM problem over different numbers of source nodes and is compared to other metrics of network 
centrality. Nalluri et al. [99] apply information diffusion theory to quantify the influence diffusion in 
a miRNA (MicroRNA)-miRNA regulation network across many disease classes. Their method 
regulates the specific miRNAs critical diseases which perform an underlying part in their signing 
cascade and therefore may regulate disease progression. Although some use IM methods on gene 
regulatory networks, no work has the flexibility to customize it to specific set of genes or diseases. For 
example, our approach supports queries such as “Find 2 disease that are the most closely related to a 
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gene set [P53, CD44, CDC6, STAT3].” and “Find 5 genes that are the most closely related to a disease 
set [“colorectal cancer”, “liver cancer”]” that could not be solved using existing approaches. 
We apply an influence maximization method to a biological co-occurrence network, aiming to 
discover each set of regulatory genes that together have the greatest influence on the network dynamics. 
In applying the above algorithm, we use a graph of 487 nodes (genes) and 1626 edges (co-occurrences). 
We set the edge weights to 1 (type 1), 0.75 (type 2), 0.5 (type 3), and 0.25 (type 4), respectively.  
11.5. Results 
The following sections discuss the results obtained in the study.  
11.5.1. Identification of influential genes 
In this study, a total of 487 genes related to gastrointestinal cancers are extracted from 272,355 
PubMed articles. With the influence maximization algorithm, an influence ranking on gene suites is 
produced. We remove those gene suites with a relevance rate less than or equal to 5 and find seven sets 
of regulatory influence genes with the greatest influence on the GI cancer network with four cancers, 
as shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19.A GI cancer network derived from abstracts that are stored in PubMed, using co-occurrence 
and text mining 
11.5.2. Validation of influential genes 
We first conduct literature review to validate their importance and potential as clinical genes.  
Retinoic Acid Receptor Alpha  
The RARA gene represents a nuclear retinoic acid receptor. It has been implicated in the 
regulation of development, differentiation, apoptosis, and transcription of clock genes. In a recent 
study, Xiang et al. [100] find that RARA is a drug sensitive biomarker of ERBB2-targeted 
treatment. ERBB2-related pathways can help us finding sensitive molecules and potential 
combined therapeutic targets of ERBB2-targeted therapy for gastric cancers.  
Cellular Retinol-Binding Protein 1  
The CRBP1 gene is encoded in the carrier protein involved in the transport of retinol (vitamin 
A alcohol) from the liver storage site to the peripheral tissue. In a previous study, colorectal and 
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gastric adenomas frequently display methylation of the CRBP1 promoter region. The percentage 
found in the invasive colorectal and gastric tumors suggests that methylation-associated 
inactivation of CRBP1 is an early event in human tumorigenesis. Also, aberrant methylation of 
CRBP1 has predictive value [101].  
Caspase 3  
CASP3 is a cysteine-aspartic acid protease that plays a central role in the execution-phase of 
cell apoptosis. Qiang et al. [102] discover Caspase-3 protein levels are upregulated in colorectal 
cancer tissues. Furthermore, high expressions of Caspase-3 are correlated with decreased overall 
survival and unfavorable clinicopathologic characteristics. Cox regression analysis shows that 
high Caspase-8 and Caspase-3 expressions are independent negative markers of overall survival. 
The result suggests that Caspase-3 expressions in tumor tissues are novel candidate prognostic 
markers for colorectal cancer patients.  
BCL2, Apoptosis Regulator  
BCL2 is a key regulator of apoptosis whose dysregulation can cause various pathological 
consequences including the development of cancer [103]. In a meta-analysis study, BCL2 high 
expression is significantly correlated with favorable overall survival, better disease-free survival, 
and recurrent free survival. Hence, BCL2 may be a valuable prognostic-predictive marker in 
colorectal cancer [104].  
Forkhead Box J1  
FOXJ1 is a forkhead transcription factor that has been previously studied mostly as a ciliary 
transcription factor. In a recent report, an increased expression of FOXJ1 associated with the 
clinical stage, metastasis of lymph node, and invasion depth in colon cancer suggest FOXJ1 is a 
tumor promoter in colorectal cancer. The results suggest that increased FOXJ1 contributes to the 
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progression of colorectal cancer, which might be associated with the promotion effect of β-catenin 
nuclear translocation, and it may be a novel therapeutic target in colorectal cancer [105].  
Ras Association Domain Family Member 3/ Ras Association Domain Family Member 1  
RASSF is a family of 10 members (RASSF1-10) implicated in a variety of key biological 
processes, including cell cycle regulation, apoptosis and microtubule stability. RASSFs have been 
implicated in colorectal cancer and several family members are now thought to be tumor 
suppressors. In particular, RASSF1A and RASSF3, methylation have been associated with 
colorectal cancer development, although the mechanisms of action remain poorly understood. 
RASSF1 and RASSF3 have been considered as potential biomarkers and for the development of 
new targeted therapies for colorectal cancer [106].  
Estrogen Receptor 1 
Caiazza et al. [107] analyzes the estrogen pathway as a possible therapeutic avenue in colorectal 
cancer. The experimental evidence explains the cellular and molecular mechanisms of estrogen-
mediated protection against colorectal tumorigenesis and suggests that ESR1 future challenges and 
potential avenues for colorectal cancer targeted therapy.  
TNF Alpha Induced Protein 8  
In a recent study, TNFAIP8 has been associated with the tumorigenicity of gastric cancer. The 
decreased expression of TNFAIP8 inhibits the growth, invasion and migration of gastric cancer. It 
is a meaningful approach for treating human gastric cancer. In addition, the expression levels of 
TNFAIP8 may be considered as a biomarker of gastric cancer [108]. 
The influence genes can be categorized into three functional groups: Biological Process (BP), 
Cellular Component (CC), and Molecular Function (MF). The influence genes in the BP group are 
mainly enriched in signal transduction, apoptosis, and regulation of nucleobase; the influence 
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genes in the MF group are mainly enriched in transcription factor activities; the influence genes in 
the CC group are significantly enriched in cytoplasm, nucleus, and mitochondrion. Figure 20 
shows associations of genes with GI cancers based on the literature, gene ontology, pathway, and 
transcription factor enrichment analysis. For the literature category, the number in each box 
indicates the number of times the particular gene appeared in each type of TCGA archive-  TCGA-
COAD (COAD, Colon adenocarcinoma), TCGA-LIHC (Liver Hepatocellular Carcinoma), 
TCGA-PAAD (Pancreatic adenocarcinoma) and TCGA-STAD (Stomach adenocarcinoma). Each 
filled box indicates that the particular gene was involved in that pathway. According to Kyoto 
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway analysis, our results demonstrate that these 
genes are mainly involved in PAR1-mediated thrombin signaling events, VEGF and VEGFR 
signaling networks, retinoic acid receptors-mediated signaling, BMP receptor signaling, Apoptosis, 
p53 pathway, ATR signaling pathway, and the regulation of RAC1 activities. The transcriptional 
analysis results suggest that these genes are highly associated with transcription factors such as 
SP1, SP4, IRF1, RREB1, EGR1, HENMT1, and NHLH1 as shown in Figure 20. Some of these 
gene terms, pathways, and transcription factors are well known to be associated with GI cancers. 
In addition, at least 487 instances of the seven sets of regulatory influence genes are associated 
with the biomedical literature on one or more cancer types. 
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Figure 20. Associations of genes with GI cancers based on the literature, gene ontology, pathway, and 
transcription factor enrichment analysis 
11.5.3. Validation of influential co-occurring gene suites 
To determine the significance of the concordance index values, we generate a null distribution 
composed of 1517 random models of 50 genes for the TCGA datasets used. To assess the  
concordance index prediction of the influential genes in datasets other than TCGA, we use 
SurvExpress [109] which provides evaluations of gene lists across cancer types. For this, we use 
normalized datasets that include overall survival times (without considering recurrence, metastases, 
or relapse) and only those studies containing more than 26 samples. We use MSigDB and DAVID 
to determine which gene suites reveal important biological associations across pathways, 
transcriptional control, gene ontologies, and other biological terms associated with the set of co-
occurring genes. We also compare the concordance index values of the co-occurring influence 
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gene suites discovered by us with those of other multi-cancer sets of influence genes reported in 
the biomedical literature.  
The identified seven sets of regulatory influence genes with the highest influence on the GI 
cancer network include RARA - CRBP1, CASP3 - BCL2, BCL2 - CASP3 – CRBP1, RARA - 
CASP3 – CRBP1, FOXJ1 - RASSF3 - ESR1, FOXJ1 - RASSF1A - ESR1, FOXJ1 - RASSF1A - 
TNFAIP8 - ESR1 with 9 constituent genes RARA, CRBP1, CASP3, BCL2, FOXJ1, RASSF3, 
ESR1, RASSF1A and TNFAIP8. These influence gene suites are able to discriminate low- and 
high-risk groups efficiently in the GI cancers through statistical association, i.e., those cases with 
a mutation in each of the 7 suites statistically have a lower survival rate compared to those cases 
without a mutation.  
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Chapter 12   
Graph Reduction based on SIP  
 
As shown in the previous sections, brute force algorithms have high time complexity. Given 
the size of most social networks, the computing time could take days, weeks, or months. In order 
to improve the running time, we propose graph reduction algorithms to reduce the size of the graph 
while not compromising the accuracy on our SIP model.  
12.1. Graph Reduction based on SIP 
Given a graph G, assume an application is only interested in finding the strongest influence 
paths between any pair of two nodes. Can we reduce G to a smaller graph G’ which preserves all 
the strongest influence paths between any pair of nodes? We call this problem the GR-SIP (Graph 
Reduction - Strongest Influence Path) Problem. 
Some query-based applications are only interested in finding the SIP for each pair of nodes. So, 
if we preserve all SIP of G, and we can obtain a reduced graph G’. 
SIP(G,a,b)==SIP(G’,a,b). 
12.2. GR-SIP Algorithm 
Wang et al. describe a set of graph reduction algorithms [82]. The main idea of their algorithm 
is that if the influence of an edge between two nodes is smaller than the SIP path between them, 
then they can remove the edge. It consists of the following two steps. 
Step 1: Find the SIP between any pair of nodes a and b, and calculate the SIP δG(a,b). 
Step 2: For any edge (a,b) that connects a and b, if the inf(a,b) is smaller than δG(a,b), remove 
the edge (a,b). 
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GR-SIP algorithm (Find a minimal reduced graph that preserves all the SIPs between any 
pair of nodes from the original graph.) 
Input: Graph G 
Output: A reduced graph G’ 
1. G’←G; 
2. N←Number of Nodes(G) 
3. For i←1 to N do 
4.   Inf[i] ←SIP(G,i); //use SIP algorithm to compute the           SIP from source i to other 
nodes. 
5.      For j←1 to N do 
6.          If edge E[i,j] exists and E[i,j]<SIP[i][j] then 
7.                Remove E[i,j] from G’; 
8.          End 
9.       End 
10. End 
11. Return G’ 
 
The time complexity of the GR-SP algorithm is n*T(SIP), where n is the number of nodes and 
T(SIP) is the time complexity of the SIP algorithm.  
For most implementations, T(SIP)=O(n2). With a min-priority queue implemented by a 
Fibonacci heap, the time complexity of SIP algorithm can be improved to O(E+nlogn), where E is 
the number of edges. 
12.3. GR-SIP2- Graph reduction based on SIP for colored graphs 
Given a graph G with nodes in two colors, assume an application is only interested in finding 
the SIPs between any pair of nodes having the same color. Can we reduce G to a smaller (and 
smallest) graph G’ which preserves all the SIP paths between any pair of nodes with the same 
color? We call this problem the GR-SIP2 Problem. 
Our idea is to find a reduced graph Gr for the nodes in one color (say red), and a simplified 
graph Gb for the nodes in the other color (say black), and then merge them together. 
Method to find Gr and Gb is as following. 
  Step 1: Check if there is a direct edge between any two red nodes in G.  
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  Step 2:  For any pair of two red nodes, find the SIP between them. 
  Step 3: Use a similar method as GR-SIP to remove redundant edges. 
  Step 4: Retain all other red nodes and all edges that connect them and call it Gr. 
  Step 5: Remove any edge that does not belong to any SIP.  
  Step 6: Repeat steps 1 through 5 for any two black nodes and call it Gb. 
  Step 7: Merge Gr and Gb. 
The GR-SIP2 algorithm is as the follows. 
 
GR-SIP2 algorithm (Find a minimal reduced graph that preserves all the SIPs between 
any pair of same color nodes from the 2-Colors original graph.) 
Input: A 2-Colors Graph G 
Output: A reduced graph G’ 
1. Find all edges which connect color-1 nodes directly 
2. Compute the SIP for each edge 
3. if the influence between any pair of color-1is more than their SIP 
4.      keep the edge 
5. else 
6.     delete the edge 
7. Keep all other color-1 nodes and their edges which are connected to them 
8. Delete all other edges that not belong to the SIPs and previous line 
9. Return Gr 
10. Find all edges which connect color-2 nodes directly 
11. Compute the SIP for each of edge 
12. if the influence between any pair of color-1is more than their SIP 
13.         keep the edge 
14. else 
15.        delete the edge 
16. Keep all other color-2 nodes and their edges which are connected to them 
17. Delete all other edges that not belong to the SIPs and and previous line 
18. Return Gb 
19. Merge(Gr,Gb) 
20. Return G’ 
 
The time complexity of the GR-SIP2 algorithm is the same as that of the GR-SIP algorithm. 
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12.4. GR-SIPk 
The GR-SIP2 algorithm can be easily extended to graphs that consist of nodes in k colors. 
  Step 1: Check if there is a direct edge between any two red nodes in G.  
  Step 2:  For any pair of two red nodes, find the SIP between them. 
  Step 3: Use a similar method as GR-SIP to remove redundant edges. 
  Step 4: Retain all other red nodes and all edges that connect them and call it Gr. 
  Step 5: Remove any edge that does not belong to any SIP.  
  Step 6: Repeat steps 1 through 5 for each color. 
  Step 7: Merge all the subgraphs. 
The time complexity of the GR-SIPk algorithm is the same as that of the GR-SIP algorithm. 
The proof of correctness for GR-SIP, GR-SIP2 and GR-SIPk can be found in [78]. 
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Chapter 13  
Experiments  
 
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the heuristic algorithms, we experiment some algorithms 
with open source data.  
13.1. Experiment Environment 
The database we use for the experiment is MySQL. Python 2.7 is used to implement the 
algorithms and the IDE is Spyder on Anaconda 2. 
13.2. Evaluation Function 
With our heuristic algorithms, we reduce the runtime at the expense of accuracy. The brute 
force algorithms explore all possible options to find the most optimal solution, so it will always 
return the best possible solution.  
Since we know brute force will always return the best possible result (the path with the highest 
influence value), we compare the influence value returned from the brute force algorithm and the 
influence value returned from the heuristic algorithm.  
Accuracy(Heuristic) =
𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒(Heuristic)
𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒(𝐵𝑟𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒)
 
13.3. Experiment with Social Network Data 
The dataset we use for the social network is Stanford’s SNAP- Facebook dataset. It consists of 
4,038 nodes and 88,234 edges. 
After downloading data from https://snap.stanford.edu/data/, we assign edge weight (influence 
probability) to each edge where every edge is generated uniformly at random in the range [0, 1]. 
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The average value of the influence values is 0.499 and standard deviation of influence values is 
0.283. The edge weights represent the influence from one person to another. 
Since the original dataset is too large to run the analytics, we define a reduced and normalized 
dataset using the original dataset. The reduced dataset is obtained by taking the first 100 nodes and 
their relationships from the original dataset. 
The number of edges at each node on average is 5.74 with a standard deviation of 5.41. We 
randomly assign 4 colors to each node. 
      We experiment the following Influence maximization with the t colored nodes constraint 
algorithms. We run both the brute-force and heuristic algorithm to compare the runtime and 
accuracy. Although we have an algorithm that returns an accurate result for IM-SIP-t colored nodes 
constraint, it is NP-complete. Our heuristic algorithm has a better run time. We compare the brute 
force and the heuristic algorithm in terms of time elapsed time and accuracy. 
 
Figure 21.Time elapse for IM-SIP-t colored nodes constraint 
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Figure 22 shows the time elapsed to run the brute force algorithm for IM-SIP-t algorithm and 
the heuristic algorithm for IM-SIP-t. As the value of t increases, the brute force is shown to explode. 
Running the brute-force algorithm beyond 5 for the value of t took an unreasonable time to run. 
On the other hand, the beauty of the heuristic algorithm is that the value of t doesn’t affect the 
running time as drastically. With the heuristic algorithm, when the value of t was 50, the running 
time was 683 seconds and when t was 100, the running time was 731 seconds.   
 
 
Figure 22. Accuracy for IM-SIP-t colored nodes constraint 
 
Figure 23 displays the accuracy of the brute force algorithm for the IM-SIP-t algorithm and the 
heuristic algorithm for IM-SIP-t. Since the brute force algorithm checks all possibilities, the 
accuracy will always be 100%. As shown, other than when t=1, the accuracy stays within the 
80~90% range, regardless of the value of t. The accuracy will always be 100% for t=1 since the 
heuristic chooses the node with the highest overall influence on the entire graph to choose its first 
seed node. Theorem 6 shows the error bound to be 𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑆) ≥ (1 −
1
𝑒
)𝛿𝑆𝐼𝑃(𝑂𝑃𝑇). The bound 1 −
81 
1
𝑒
 = 1- 0.3678 = 0.632. The accuracies shown in Figure 17, ranging between 100% and 80.7%, 
validate the theorem.    
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Chapter 14  
Conclusions and Future Work  
 
Influence is the key conceptual foundation for making various decisions on our daily activities. 
The complexity of handing various types of analytics in an influence network is high. 
In this paper we present a comprehensive framework for representing various analytics 
networks using the GOLAP analytics methods and propose effective schemes to handle the 
runtime complexity. Our contribution can be summarized in three folds; the k-colors SIP model 
with various constraints, k-colors influence maximization methods, and performance optimization 
using heuristic and reduction schemes. In addition to providing formal proofs on the proposed 
methods, we also present the results of experiments.  
One observation we made through this research is that most social networks in practice are too 
large and hence running analytics on them could take up to days and weeks. Hence, we plan to 
explore further advanced ways of optimizing the runtime efficiency on large social networks. 
In addition, we plan to extend our work with the following: 
⚫ Network analysis on graph with dynamic edges, 
⚫ Analyzing influence networks with colored edges, 
⚫ Devising methods to estimate the processing time for the analytics, and 
⚫ Conducting extensive experiments on diverse domains including gene-disease 
networks, publication networks, and e-commerce networks.  
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